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FOREWORD

Both the ERIC system and the Social Science Education Consortium

(SSEC) have a major concern with the dissemination, selection, and

adaptation of new ideas and materials that will improve our education-

al system. A prominent obstacle in the way of educational improvement

is controversy that arises within the community and results in hasty,

emotional, or irrational solutions.

Professor Arthur W. Foshay was asked by the ERIC Clearinghouse

for Social Studies/Social Science Education (ERIC/ChESS) to share his

many years of experience in educational change with the constituency

of ERIC/ChESS and SSEC, focusing on the problems that must be faced

when controversial issues arise in the classroom. To assist Professor

Foshay in formulating the content and structure of the paper in its

early stages, a number of SSEC members, staff, and guests were assembled

in Denver in June 1974. We are grateful for the assistance of these

individuals:

Christine S. Ahrens, SSEC Staff Associate

Merrill F. Hartshorn, National Council for the Social Studies

William M. Hering, Jr., The Biomedical Interdisciplinary Curriculum
Project

Hazel W. Hertzberg, Teachers College, Columbia University

Robert Klingenfus, Tucson (Arizona) Public Schools

John P. Lunstrum. Florida State University

John J. Patrick, Indiana University

Michael Radz, Olympia (Illinois) Community Unit School District

Bob L. Taylor, University of Colorado

In addition, two persons with appropriate experience in educational

change and the management of educational controversy were asked to

critique the first draft of the manuscript: Edwin Fenton, of Carnegie-

Mellon University, and Todd Clark, of the Constitutional Rights Founda-

tion. Their comments were very helpful in moving the paper toward its

final form.

Controversies in education are not, of course, confined to social

studies and the social sciences. However, there are two considerations

which make educational controversy a particular concern to ERIC/ChESS
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and the SSEC. The first is that controversies arise much more frequently

in the social stadies and social sciences than in other areas of the cur-

riculum. The second is that interactions among individuals and groups

constitute the subject matter of the social sciences; the social sciences

should, therefore, have some special contributions to make to the manage-

ment of coiltroversies.

If a single most important aspect of Professor Foshay's paper were

to be chosen, it would probably be the constructive approach he takes

toward controversy. Controversy is not something to be avoided, obscured,

or suppressed. Rather it is a phenomenon to be examined and understood,

with the hope that it car then be turned into a constructive educational

experience.

Irving Morrissett
Director, ERIC/ChESS
Executive Director, SSEC

ii
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Certain issues wilt be raised in the minds of professional educa-

tionists by cooitions takvn in those guidelines. It is our purpose here

to identity tnt.t;o ituel;-Ind to offer comments upon them.

1) Local ;olitrol of the curriculum. In the last analysis, the

curriculum is updur tiro cc'rit rol of the local education authority and of

the people we° elect that authority. This is a political fact. Al-

though authority is vested legally at the state level, actual control is

exercised locally. State authorities do not mandate curriculum in a

very profound sense. With respect to the nature and quality of instruc-

tion, state malitiate, arc superficial and are carried out superficially.

The only subject matter universally mandated in state legislation is

physical education, a field notoriously uneven in quality and, in general,

ineffectively adminstered. Although in some states specific mandates in

the field of the social studies have been enacted, they function more as

prohibieiens than as directions. Generally, the farther from local con-

trol the curriculum cicAsions are located, the more superficial and

negative they tend to be.

The iface is that the local community is in charge of the quality of

the offering in its sehools. The schools cannot for long rise above or

sink below the local mandate in this respect.

What s.f the local mandate is, in the opinion of the professional,

mistaken? We suggest that in these circumstances what is called for is

not political maneuvering to outflank local will but rather community

education. It would be hard to overemphasize this point. As we look

ahead in the social studies field, it seems evident that social studies

teachers will have to accept a task of community education in addition

to their task of classroom education. This means that they will have

to be selected with :n eye their effectiveness in this respect. We

must expect social studies teachers to appear on public platforms, to

take part in public groups, and in general to carry on a program of edu-

cation of the public with respect to the nature of the social studies

and the nature of the issues they wish the students of the schools to

become competent in analyzing.
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Stwh a i:ojicy ,,!arries with it, tiviously, certain risks. Teachers

can never abandon thuitrolo us toucher, even though they may seek to do

so. The teacher Gannot morely WI one among others in the community when

talking about his or her own fieA. Lt follows that the teacher's tasks

in the classroom wi01 respect to controversial issues and in public with

respect to these iasues calls for the same basic policy: that the teach-

er clarify, not advocate, inform, not indoctrinate. The task as a teach-

er in the public arena is to instruct the public in how social studies

issues may be analyzed, what, information is needed for their successful

analysis, and in general what it means to be an informed citizen.

In doing this, teachers will find that some already-existing groups

can be of help, but they must be wary of the possibility that these groups

have themselves polarized the community. Perhaps it would be well for

the school to form its own groups, educational in character. Perhaps,

too, the beet form cur such groups is the old-fashioned study circle or

study group. Teacher participation in small groups that give extended

attention to the issues dealing with public l.1.fe would benefit not only

the schools and the children, but public life itself.

If the community is mistaken, the function of the teacher is to call

attention to the larger policies that make it evident that a mistake is

being made. In doing this, teachers cannot, of course, become shrill;

they are called upon to be above the battle in the sense that they do not

fight at the level at which the mistake is being made, but rather put

the mistake in a larger context, rarely calling it a mistake.

2) The role of the professional with respect to social studies

controversy. There are teachers who will resist the call for a service

orientation of the kind just described because they are required to

submerge their own beliefs and convictions when they take the instruc

tional mode. What of the teacher's own beliefs and convictions? Es-

pecially, what of the teacher's professional convictions--those having to

do with what is necessary for instruction of good quality?

There are places to fight anti places not to fight. Many a school

system has been torn apart, for example, in a fight over reporting

practices--whether the student shall be given percentages or grades, or

whether these shall be replaced by parent conferences or letters. Obvi-

vi
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owly, these are not positions to fight and bleed for; the issue is how

parents will receive the informat;on that they should have about the,x

childrens' progress. Wv can safely "give the lady what she wants," since

that is all she will use.

In this connection, teachers axe called upon to make a distinction

between their private and public lives. Teachers' personal beliefs about

what the political structure ought to be are their own. As has been em-

phasized repeatedly here, teachers are not called upon to impose their

personal beliefs on others. Thee are to be kept private. When one of

these personal beliefs is violated by a public that wants to run counter

to it, teachers will immediately lose influence as teachers if they be-

come antagonists, espousing some variant dogma. This is, of course, not

to say that teachers should not and do not have such personal beliefs.

They would probably be poor teachers if they did not have personal con-

victions. But in their role as teachers, they stand not for particular

convictions, but for the importance of having convictions of one's own.

With respect to convictions that contrast with their own, as with those

that agree with their own, their role is to make it more likely that

people will develop their convictions on the basis of sound logic and

good information. As teachers, they are neutral with respect to public

issues. As private citizens, they are called upon to take sides. This

is the only viable policy in the arena we are discussing here. The teach-

er is called upon to be a neutral referee of public discussion, not an

antagonistic or siganeering participant in it. Like the rest of us,

teaellers a7-s. free to run for public office and to join in political or-

ganizations that promote specific programs, but :never in their role as

teachers.

There remains the difficult problem of public will that runs coun-

ter to the teacher's professional convictions, as distinguished from

his private, political convictions. Suppose, for example, that a teach-

er had reached the professional judgment that students ought to read and

analyze a significant document on which our Republic is based, and that

some group from the public insisted that the activity be limited to

memorizing the document, as if it were mandated Truth. The teacher might

well take the position that the public will is mistaken in a professional

sense--that memorizing documents and parroting them back is a very poor

vii



substitute for developing one's convictions about what they say, that

such parroting actually weakens belief rather than strengthens it, that

to carry out the public will in this respect would be to leave the stu-

dents_ vulnerable to any propagandist in a position of power who demands

that a different dogma be accepted and parroted. We may consider the be-

havior of the turncoat prisoners in Korea, who demonstrated by their ac-

tions that they had not thoughtfully developed their beliefs in the United

States and whose belLef systems collapsed immediately under the assault

of their captors.

In such circumstances, the teacher is bound by professional allegi-

ance to summon enough strength to correct or avoid a public mistake.

Suppose, for example, that the teacher has already done his or her best

to follow the guidelines given here and has found that there is no place

for a referee in the local scene. The teacher must go beyond the local

scene for help in these circumstances, appealing to the state authority,

demanding of local professional associations that they work on the problem

directly, and demanding of national professional organizations that they

intervene.

Here again, we are on relatively new ground. Local, state, and

national professional associations of teachers have not been noted for

dealing with issues of this kind. They will, however, respond to local

demand as best they can, for they are generally made up of individuals

whose sympathies are identical with those of most teachers, and they hate

to see local people bullied. Such appeals, therefore, should ba increased

in order that the state and national organizations can respond in a more

concerned and thoughtful fashion than has been their practice in the past.

3) The implications of local control for national curriculum projects.

Some national curriculum projects, including some in the social studies,

have been constructed without reference to the realities of local educa-

tional practice and belief. They have responded to t. corpus of profes-

sional standards and the structure of their underlying disciplines rather

than to what is in fact going on in the school and what is in fact be-

lieved. One national curriculum project, for example, sought to replace

fifL:h-gr;de American history with something else, overlooking the fact

that the practice of teaching United States history in grade five is very

viii
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widespread, and that removing it would surely be interpreted as a viola-

tion of patriotism. The mistake need not have been made. The project

need not have been placed at grade five; the whole af:eair arose from

an ignorance of local conditions.

4) What basic attitude shall local officials take toward commu-

nity controversy? We observed earlier that part of the difficulty in

local controversy over the curriculum arises from the fact that there

are no real heroes or villains. Everyone means well, but when local

officials are beleaguered or harassed by local pressure groups, it is

easy to forget this. Yet, on reflection, it seems clear that there is

no other attitude to take. When one's motivation is called into ques-

tion, one protests, but one does not leave it there. One goes to the

question of why the insulting implication was uttered. 'Why, one asks,

do my antagonists feel so bitter? What is their real motivation? What

is the issue that underlies what they are saying? One then addresses

one's self to that issue, not to the more superficial attack that arises

from it.

The benign attitude suggested here is not only a practical neces-

sity; it is also a tactical maneuver of great power. Nothing drives the

dogmatic, angry, doctrinaire antagonist wild as fast as a benign, re-

ceptive response, in which the school officials are more fair in their

treatment of the antagonist than the antagonist has been of them. In

these circumstances, the antagonist is likely to yield to the temptation

to become more vitriolic and shrill, thus antagonizing the public, and

defeating his or her own cause.

Apart from this tactical consideration, the basic role suggested here

for the schools--that of an agency composed of people who know the issues

in great depth and therefore can see the local issue in the context of

a larger, more enduring issue--will tend to reduce the irritation that

often accompanies these attacks. For example, in Texas a meter has been

prepared which contrasts those social practices that lead to freedom

with those that lead to slavery. Unfortunately, the meter allows no

place for cooperative activity of any kind in its spectrum, nor a place

for compassion. It is necessary, when confronted with such a meter,

to suggest better labels for the contrasting sides than those offered

ix
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by its protagolists. The real difficulty with the meter is the super-

ficiality of its treatment of the word freedom. The underlying issue from

which the meter arose is not freedom versus tyranny, as those who pre-

pared it believed. The underlying issue is public weal versus private

weal. What the meter does is to oversimplify an issue of real complex-

ity and importance. The country exists for the benefit of the people

in it, but when some people gain a position that enables them to exer-

cise power over others, a framework of ethical requirements is demanded.

The issue, therefore, is what is this ethical framework? The issue is

not the one posed by the Texas group.

It is up to the local school authority to reframe the issues in

some way such as this. In doing so, it can well call on the resources

available to its local people, universities, state officials, those

who know the law, and so on. Changing an issue from a political one to

an ethical one will, of course, enlarge it very considerably. But this

will also make it more profound and more personal. It is this reformu-

lation of the value conflict that we urge here.

Sweet reasonableness comes hard. Hard work is required if we are

to penetrate the superficial version of an issue in a way that reveals

its fundamental structure. For the same reason that outrageous charges

require quick, thorough responses (see Guideline 10 in this paper), hard

work is required at the local level to deal with the kinds of issues

that are often brought up about the curriculum.

Arthur W. Foshay
August 1974



COPING WITH COMMUNITY CONTROVERSY;

GUIDELINES FOR INTRODUC1NO NEW SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM

by

Arthur W. Foshay

Teachers College

Columbia University

More than any other subject matter offered in the public schools,

the social studies are emotionally charged. The social studies deal

with the basic beliefs and institutions that make society possible:

patriotism, ju.itice, human relations, and all kinds of social struc-

tures, from the family to the United Nations.

For those who seek to avoid all controversy about the content and

methods of instruction, social studies is a no-win subject. By its very

nature, the truer it is to itself, the more controversial it is. It can

seem to violate the dearly held doctrines of many special-interest

groups. Even when it is reduced to an array of facts and narratives, it

comes under attack for failing to equip students with the ability to de-

tect propaganda and confront issues. It should not be surprising,

therefore, that when local school people make changes in the social stud-

ies offerings or introduce new programs in this highly sensitive field,

their actions are watched with the closest attention; their motives may

be viewed with suspicion; and the legitimacy of the new offerings may be

questioned.

Since world War II, the schools have been whipsawed by the radical

Right and the radical Left. The Right accuses the schools of gross

violations of basic American beliefs and suspects a conspiracy; the Left

accuses the schools of gross violations of the principles of equity and

justice and also suspects a conspiracy. The grossness of the accusa-

tions leaves school people shocked; they know their motivations are

above reproach; they are often ill prepared to cope with this kind of

1
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controversy.

The purpose of this statement is to put such controversy in a per-

spective that will suggest to school people at the local and state level,

and also to authors and publishers, what their obligations are when they

seek to improve the offerings in the social studies. The first section

of this paper describes three principles that apply to curriculum changes.

The second, and longest, section then discusses 12 practical guidelines

that can help school people to deal with controversies that may arise as

new social studies programs are considered and adopted for use in the

schools.

00014
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Three Principles

I perceive three principles that arise from the nature of the public

school as a social institution: that the people have a right to know the

rationale and content of what is offered in school; that he school is an

instrument of society, not a primary molder of society, and therefore is

a referee of social systems, not an advocate of one; and that the school

must insist on meeting the basic requirements of the role of reason.

1) na222212-LhALN22 a right to know in detail both the rationale and

the content of what is being offered in school. No school person seeks

to keep subject matter a secret. On the contrary, most school people

complain that parents take subject matter for granted and show little

knowledge of or interest in the curriculum. However, when parents do

show interest, they are too often confronted with jargon-laden "explana-

tions" that do not explain, with appeals for confidence based on an

undemonstrated "expertise," and with failures to build confidence in the

school's fairness to students. Such behavior builds suspicion and

destroys confidence; parents and other members of the community stay

away from meetings conducted by school people, finding them boring and

uninformative. This principle implies a need for a kind of action by

school people i..ad the authors and publishers of curriculum materials

that is not common practice.

Perhaps the most pernicious habit of the educationists is the use

of jargon. It functions as coded talk, which excludes the uninitiated.

when educationists use it, the uninitiated person feels excluded and

offended; he or she may well conclude that the speaker is trying to

avoid giving certain information. Here are a few examples, culled from

recent experience: "values," "behavior," "what we know about learning,"

"what we know about children," "inquiry," "pedagogical necessities:" yes,

and "social studies." Reader, be not outraged. Some of these are

respectable terms with long histories and explicit definitions. But

they confuse the public; they clarify nothing. It is elementary that

in seeking to communicate with the non-educationist public, we use the

public language. We shall come back to the question of jargon in one

of the guidelines.
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2) The role of the public schools concernin conflicting beliefs

is referee, not antagonist. Ideally, the school does not trick students

into a specific body of unquestioned doctrine. It seeks, instead, to

teach the grounds for belief and the importance of commitment, but our

ideal American citizen is one who is intellectually i'adependent. Not

everyone understands the implications of this principle, but even the

radicals react intuitively to its apparent violation.

It does not follow that the school makes no decisions and advocates

nothing. It must do both, but in line with principle 1. We seek inde-

pendence of thought, not a brainwashed population. Our system depends

on intelligent, independent, critical citizens, who can examine con-

flicting doctrines on their merits. The school referees this process in

order to defend the rule of reason.

Of course, there is a latent indoctrination going on in the schools

all the time: the doctrine of the high value of intellect and of the

tools of intellect, the doctrine of the virtue of hard and sustained

effort, the doctrine of decent social conduct, the doctrine of proper

respect for authority--all these and many more beliefs are proclaimed by

the very organization of the school and its daily rituals and practices.

These implied doctrines and (as have been pointed out during recent

years) many others have to do with the process of learning, not with the

molding of particular versions of what it is to be an American in these

times. The goal of the social studies is to equip students with the

knowledge and skills needed to be participating, active citizens--not

conservatives nor liberals nor centrists, but believers in the possibility

of rational public decision making.

It is this intent that requires that the schools be the referees, not

the antagonists, when conflicting beliefs are brought to bear on social

studies programs. The referee is the one who sees to it that the rules

are enforced, that the players play fair, and that the scorn

accurately. The schools as referees are responsible for see. It

that the issues are plainly stated and that the argument is about the

issues, that the relevant information is not only made available but is

used by the contestants, and that the maneuvers of the antagonists are

fair and in keeping with the rules of orderly debate.

There is no law that prohibits people from making fools of themselves.
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Precisely because the beliefs with which the social studies deal are so

:Dasic, people will become highly emotional in confronting contrasting

beliefs, and they may well say foolish things. The attitude of the

school person-referee is to respect the concern thus made evident, and

to be benign toward the foolishness--lest the school person himself or

herself act the fool.

3) The one doctrine the school shall insist cn is the rule of

reason. The whole function of the social studies is to make it possible

for reason to prevail in public affairs. When reason is challenged, the

meaning of education itself is threatened and the educationists have no

alternative but to resist with whatever skills and persuasive powers they

can ethically bring to bear.

The rule of reason flies in the face of the radical Right and the

radical Left. The radicals do not believe that rationgl discussion con-

tributes to public decisions. They believe that public decisions are

based mostly on fear, antipathy, and selfish motivation. They don't be-

lieve children should be educated in such a way as to have minds of

their own with respect to the nature and quality of their affiliation

with their country. It is precisely this position that is the main issue

when they attack; They can be expected to use propagandistic devices

such as slogans; appeals to fear and suspicion; ad hominem arguments;

selective citation; power plays in public bodies such as boards of educa-

tion, city councils, state legislatures, and, in the case of the

radical Left, national political conventions.

There is only one issue on which the educationists are compelled to

fight back: the denial to students of access to information and the

process of problem solving as a way of learning to make responsible pub-

lic decisions. Such denial poisons the democratic well; it destroys the

integrity of education and threatens the very existence of our free

institutions. It weakens the resolve of the people at a time of public

crisis, and it must be fought, especially by those in education.

The people have a right to know. The school is a referee of the

rational process, not an advocate for a particular set of beliefs.

0001'7
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li,wever, the school must defend the integrity of thu rational process as

it seeks to develop it among students. These are the principles that grow

out of the nature of the school as a social institution in our time.
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Guidelines

The three principles described above lead to a number of guidelines

that should be applied by local school personnel as they seek to intro-

duce or modify social studies programs. The guidelines have been ar-

ranged in three groupings: those having to do with broad community

matters (general guidelines), those pertaining more specifically to the

introduction of new programs, and those dealing with response to attacks.

Taken together, the guidelines offer an outline of a basic approach to

coping with actual or potential community controversy.

General Guidelines

1) Know your community. Communities are always heterogeneous.

School administ-Kators too often know only one segment of the community- -

the "community leaders." In dealing with social studies programs, it is

necessary to understand the belief systems associated with the economic,

religious, ethnic, and occupational status of the various segments of the

community. It is not enough to become acquainted with the existing

social groups--the various clubs and organizations--though acquaintance

with these groups is, of course, important. Because each characteristic

of an individual in the community denotes a belief system and 'because

some of the belief systems overlap and some are distinctive, the school

personnel should make it their business to learn what the belief systems

associated with community characteristics are.

Our heavily urbanized society is more fragmeeted than it used to

be. People have been driven apart by mobility, by the essentially one-

way communication of the mass media, and by the emergence of highly

self-conscious subgroups--ethnic, oc,:vational, and religious. When

communities were more cohesive, it was somewhat simpler to deal with

them as wholes. Yet there remains the yearning for community integrity;

school people have sometimes provided the means. Knowing the community

is a prerequisite to building cohesiveness, even if the problem of

gaining such knowledge has changed.

The late Harry Study, for many years superintendent of Schools at

Springfield, Missouri, made it his business to have lunch almost every

day at the railroad station restaurant, which was a community gathering
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. sqL:.; always open to all ecmers, and while he ate his

fltw..; `coup (the specialty of the restaurant) ,

peopli, joined him to talk about whatever was on their minds. For more

than 40 year:,, he taught an adult Bible class in his church. Alumni

flew AA,:s were scattered all over town, and he stayed in contact

win them. e wa,,i an effective and amusing speaker, and was much in

demand for lo(al occasions. He never turned down an invitation. His

door was ()pea to liv.!o1,10 in the community, and his telephone would be

answered, not by a secretary, but by Harry himself. He built a reputa-

tion fc-r pubity and high idealism. The people obviously thought

that all of his mistakes were honest mistakes. He was everywhere in

town. tie did not identify primarily with the local power structure. He

identified himself as a leader of character development in Springfield,

Missouri. During the course of his long tenure in office, he introduced

what were at the very radical, Progressive ideas into the local

schools during the thirties and forties. Because of his local reputation,

there was never a serious controversy about these new practices, although

there was often serious questioning of them. He was a father figure to

the whole town. What he built was mutual trust.

In doing all of these things, Mr. Study was using the elementary

skills known to every local politician of any standing. He did not seek

to manipulate; he sought to understand. That's why he was always full of

questions. That's why he knew in depth the belief systems of all the

groups in the town.

A simple method exists for assessing the attitude of the community

toward pending school bond issues. One visits those places where people

gather--grocery stores, gasoline stations, barber shops, places of

worship, service clubs, and so on- -and asks, "Who in town seems to have

sound opinions?" After only a few such visits, a kind of community socio-

gram will appear that reveals the relatively small number of people in

town whose opinions represent opinions widely held by others. When these

individuals are asked about the bond issue, the ingredients for the

various local belief systems pertaining to that issue become apparent.

2) Developer examine policies for handling new or controversial

materials. Everyone knows that schools cannot remain static, but some
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people act as if they ought to. These people are caught by surprise when

new material is proposed or when old material becomes controversial. The

most effective way to prevent the degeneration of the controversy into

acrimonious argument and assaults on personal reputations is to anticipate

the problem through the development of acceptable local policies dealing

with the new and the controversial. The very act of developing such

policies acknowledges that new materials are being examined and perhaps

adopted and acts as an effective rejoinder-in-advance to those who

think they can find safety in the tried and true.

Such policies should provide for a constant process of problem

identification, a scheme for considering how these problems might be

dealt with, a plan for community dialogue, a plan for pilot experimenta-

tion, and a plan for system-wide adoption.

There are many materials available for the guidance of local admin-

istrators on the development and handling of new and controversial mate-

rials. Most of the professional associations have issued publications

about this. One of the better recent publications is by Ronald G.

Havelock (1973). Havelock mentions six areas within which it is sug-

gested that policies be built: making an appropriate relationship,

developing an appropriate diagnosis (identification of problem areas),

making policies for the acquisition of new materials that purrort to

deal with the problems as identified or as diagnosed, choosing among

possible programs or materials, building local acceptance for the trial

of new materials, and self-renewal or continuing studies of innovative

possibilities. Havelock's six points correspond to a strategy for con-

sidering and introducing innovations. There is a substantial recent

literature on this point because so many innovations have been developed

since 1960. (See also Miles 1964, Sarason 1971, Rogers and others 1973).

One thing all of the writers in this field have emphasized is the neces-

sity for step-by-step evaluation of the phases of the innovation strat-

egy, once it is put into operation.

The policy to be adopted with respect to introducing new and possibly

controversial materials corresponds to the innovation strategies that have

been developed during the past 15 years. It should be emphasized, per-

haps, that a strategy must be comprehensive in its scope or the innova-

tion will not take place. It will, as has been so common, result in a
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short burst of activity and a failure to be institutionalized. The story

of innovation in American education is, by and large, a story of failure.

Most innovations do not take root. Local awareness and interest may be

aroused through the press and through public meetings for a proposal

which is not itself well enough designed to be carried out. Or local

experimentation may not be undertaken, whereupon the innovation will

collapse because of its failure to fit local circumstances. Or, as in

one famous instance, the local reward system is structured to reward the

innovator but not to reward adoption of the innovation by others within

the same system. The importance of preparation of local policies and

the adoption of sensible strategies for innovation cannot be

overemphasized.

3) Turn community controversy into worthwhile community discussion.

Difficult as community controversy is for local school officials, even

worse is community apathy. School people know that there are many

aspects of education that the public simply will not consider or will

insist on considering in a superficial fashion.

The best strategy is to take every instance of controversy as an

opportunity for invoking a thoroughgoing, widespread public discussion

of educational purposes, contents, and methods, as well as the many

problems of teaching that arise from differences among the children in

school. Those of us in education know things that the public does not

appreciate: how ambiguous the enterprise of education really is, how

little we really know, how uncertain our final decisions are. The only

way we can avoid projecting a false certainty is to involve the public

in the depths of educational problems. Community controversy offers us

such an opportunity, and we should take it.

Introducing New Programs

4) Involve the community early. Because the community has a right

to know what is being taught in school, it is essential that new proposals

be presented for comment and criticism as early as possible to as many

people as possible. People involved should be as representative of the

varying belief systems in the community as possible; they should certainly
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include those individuals whose opinions are influential. The invitation

to take part in the discussion of the proposed change should be issued

frequently and openly. The new program should be explained over and over

again.

What we are talking about here, of course, is the elementary require-

ment for effective communication or, better, effective dialogue. For

such dialogue, there are no entrance requirements except the desire to

take part.

In preparing for this dialogue, the following steps may be useful:

(a) Explain the intentions of the new program. What problems does

it seek to solve?

(b) Present the substance of the new program. Usa whatever mate-

rials exist: films, printed materials, tapes, and so forth.

(c) If the program has been tried elsewhere, indicate the strengths

and weaknesses that have shown up so far.

(d) Solicit questions. Do not try to answer all the questions your-

self; expect other participants in the dialogue to take part in

answering questions as well as asking them.

The intent in conducting such meetings is to create a peer relation-

ship between the school people and the members of the community with

respect to the subject matter. It should be emphasized that although a

presentation of information is necessary, the intent of the meeting is

to promote dialogue, not merely to present information. If the school

people who present the information also present themselves as authorities

on the solutions to the problems that are involved, no dialogue will take

place and the meeting might as well not be held.

In Glens Falls, New York, the teaching of world affairs was pre-

sented in the positive way described above (Long and King 1964).

Shortly after the ITWA [Improving the Teaching of World
Affairs] program got under way, the Director of the project,
acting upon the authorization of the Board of Education,
invited city officials, representatives of service clubs and
civic associations, members of the Parent-Teachers Association,
and other interested citizens to a public meeting. After a
discussion of the aims of the newly launched pilot study,
those attending the meeting formed a Citizen's Committee for
ITWA with the city librarian as chairman. . . . Ties between
the schools and the community were also strengthened through
the direct coordination of the ITWA program and projects in
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international education carried on by organizations such as the
Red Cross, the Girl Scouts, the Rotary Club, the Junior Chamber
of Commerce, and the Glens Falls Committee for the United
Nations (p. 39).

The information services from both the schools and the
community provided another essential link in the chain of
cooperation. From the beginning, the two local newspapers . . .

worked closely with the ITWA office.. Photographers and news
reporters were always on hand to cover the arrival of guests
and Co report newsworthy programs. . [I]nformation reached
the community [also] through The School Bell, a printed publica-
tion sponsored by the Teachers Association and the Board of
Education (p. 40).

At about the same time as the World Affairs Council was
showing young people from other countries to Glens Falls, the
Chepontuc Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution
sent its delegate . . . to Washington. [The delegate] went to
the Continental Congress with instructions from her Chapter to
oppose any DAR resolutions opposing the United Nations. Five

years before, another Glens Falls delegate . . . had had to
stand alone and vote "No" on an anti-UN resolution. [This

time the delegate] was one of 75 in a convention of 2,000 to
oppose a similar resolution (pp. 43-44).

The local delegate was congratulated in one of the local newspapers.

Even more recently, in Tenafly, New Jersey, the superintendent,

John B. Geissinger, coordinated the introduction of sex education into

the local schools. A community dialogue was set in motion that lasted

for a year, during which all interested people were invited to take

part. The entire course was given, all materials were presented for

examination, and the discussion was full and complete, even repetitious.

Following this year-long effort, the program was introduced into the

schools without a ripple. Everybody who had any interest in it had

heard over and over again eaactly what the offering was to be, and it

received community approval in a town in which there might have been

severe disapproval.

5) Ily to anticipate the areas of controversy. In the degree that

one is acquainted with the belief systems characteristic of various seg-

ments of the local population, it is possible to anticipate controversy

where elements of these belief systems are challenged or violated. Areas

of potential controversy are well known to publishers and their represen-

tatives, and these people are a good source of information on controversies
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to be anticipated.

Some controversial topics that have appeared in various places in

the country recently include:

Sex education
Theory of evolution
Racism
Ethnic studies
Social class membership
Values education
Politics
Alcohol and drugs
Comparative economic systems
Religious beliefs (including the beliefs of agnostics and atheists)

War
National allegiance and patriotism
Community involvement
Attitude inventories
Opinion surveys (as violations of privacy)

In addition to these substantive areas, a number of elements of teaching

style are also controversial in some places:

"Sociological style" (referring to attitudes and opinions character-

istic of various socioeconomic groups, having students work

with "primary" information from social science sources)

"Behavioral sciences" approach versus "factual-chronological" approach

(for example, examining the socioeconomic causes of the Civil

War or the immigrant and the Black as a source of cheap labor

rather than taking the traditional approach to American history)

Inquiry approach versus didactic approach (inquiry perceived as

drawing children into the examination of questions beyond their

maturity level)

Learning activity packages (perceived as shaping behavior)

Inquiry into forbidden territory (for example, a study of ecological

considerations which leads students to raise questions about

the pollution of local streams by the town's biggest employer)

Maximum growth versus minimum essentials (essential skills viewed

as prerequisites before any inquiry or creative behavior can

be encouraged)

Continuous progress versus grade standards (a variation of the

minimum essentials approach, in which the notion that children

grow unevenly is called into question)

Treatment of public issues in the classroom versus the treatment of

that which is certainly true (unresolved public issues to be

ignored in the classroom until they are resolved)

As was observed earlier, if one sought to avoid all of these areas

of potential controversy, the program would quickly become so sterile

that its very sterility would become an area of controversy. What we
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need to emphasize here is that such areas should be anticipated and prepara-

tions made to deal with them openly. We should remember that it is long-

range solutions to locally controversial problems that we seek. If a

"victory" over opposition in the short range becomes the local school

person's strategy, he ordinarily will have lost his long-range attempt

to place the schools in the referee's position and to keep them open for

community comment and influence. What is advocated here is not that local

school people panic and cave in in the face of local community controversy,

but rather that they insist that the controversy be carried out in the

open, that the issues be clearly identified, and that they be discussed

openly by the public.

What is sought in the long run is not clarification through the

urging of adversary positions, but rather the community attitude of

reasonableness about matters of concern. The ultimate matters of con-

cern are rarely made manifest by controversies over the kinds of topics

listed above. It is important that these more ultimate matters be brought

forward in the course of the community dialogue we have been discussing.

If no one else does it, it is up to the school person to do it or to see

that it is done. What people have in common as they think about the educa-

tion of their children is the hope that the children will emerge from

school able to think reasonably, skilled in obtaining information that

will assist their attempts to be reasonable, and equipped to cope with

the economic, social, and ideological problems that adult life presents

to them. It is the duty of the school person to indicate the relationship

of the immediate controversies to these ultimate concerns.

6) Always try new programs on a pilot basis before adopting them

on a district-wide basis. There is no way to know how a given program

will fit local circumstances without first trying it out. It is a wide-

spread practice in school districts to order one set, or perhaps two, of

a new program for trial before considering it for district-wide use.

Such local trials may well suggest modifications of the program to fit

local circumstances. Even more important, given the discussion above on

the importance of evidence, pilot trials provide the opportunity for local

evaluation of given programs.

There are three considerations to be borne in mind in conducting
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local trials:

a) The opinions of the teachers who try the materials concerning

the way they "work" or "don't work." A publication of the Social Science

Education Consortium, Curriculum Materials Analysis System (1971), will

be found useful in this connection. The system provides a comprehensive

evaluative scheme for examining proposed new materials, both before

trying them and while they are being tried.

Another useful publication is Now to Handle Controversial Issues,

No. 14 in the How to Do It Series published by the National Council for

the Social Studies (Gross 1964). Gross has raised seven questions which.

though directed at the handling of controversial issues with pupils in

the classroom, can as well be applied to the treatment of any proposed

new program material:

1) Is this issue beyond the maturity and experience level of ,the

pupils?

2) Is this issue of interest to the pupils?

3) Is this issue socially significant and timely for this course

and grade level?

4) Is this issue one which the teacher feels he can handle success-
fully from a personal standpoint?

5) Is this issue one for which adequate study materials can be

obtained?

6) Is this issue one for which there is adequate time to justify

its presentation?

7) Is this issue one which will clash with community customs and

attitudes? (Gross 1964, pp. 1-3)

With respect to question 7, the previous comments on the necessity for

community dialogue would seem to be pertinent. Gross points out that

teachers should not be left on their own without administrative and

school board backing in dealing with matters that conflict with local

mores and the climate of opinion.

b) In addition to gathering the opinions of experienced teachers

concerning how materials "work," it is important to gather more objective

information. Here the authors and publishers of the curricular materials

have an important responsibility. They should provide the tools for

evaluation for the kinds of achievement that are relevant to the material

they have produced. Failure to do this makes it entirely too likely that

the materials will be evaluated on an irrelevant basis and perhaps
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amcepted or rejected for the wrong reasons. There have been several

examples of good nationally developed curricular material being tried

out by local school staffs and being dropped in favor of older programs

simply because the teachers knew the older program much more deeply than

they could know the newer one. The provision of appropriate evaluative

devices for use in gathering evidence on the effects of programs would

have prevented such mistakes.

c) Do not promise success with experiments. If an experiment is

foreordained to succeed, it is not an experiment at all; it is a.

demonstration.

The general hypothesis underlying local experimentation with new

programs should be that, if a new program is tried, certain specifiable

learning objectives will be achieved by a given percentage of the students.

If concrete evidence on the achievement of specified objectives is gath-

ered and made available, then an informed local discussion of the pro-

gram's acceptability can be undertaken. In the absence of such evidence,

local discussion would be based on subjective opinion and unsupported

beliefs. While such discussion may conceivably result in wise decisions,

the odds for wise decisions are greatly improved if the evidence is made

available.

Even in states where state adoptions and approval systems are in

force, there is usually provision for local experimentation. Local school

systems should take full advantage of this freedom.

7) Consult either the designer or publisher concerning the exclusion

of controversial topics from the program. It is possible that, following

full and free discussion in which the issues are identified and all the

points have been accurately expressed, it will be the local desire that

certain topics be excluded from the social studies program. The decision

that must be made in these circumstances is to be based on the relation-

ship between the topics identified and the program as a whole, and the

best source of information concerning the integrity of the program as a

whole is the designer. If the exclusion of the topic seriously interferes

with the integrity of the program as a whole, then the program, not the

topic, must be dropped. The essence of this guideline is that topics

cannot be considered in isolation from the programs of which they are a
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part.

It follows that the author and publisher are responsible for pre-

paring and publishing their program's rationale explaining the program's

purposes and the relationships of learning activities to the purposes.

This relationship should be clear enough so that the rationale indicates

clearly whether a given topic or line of activity is integral to the

program as a whole or whether it is only an embellishment.

For example, a major purpose of a program could be that students

understand the heterogeneous quality of American communities. There are

several routes to such an understanding, one of which might be a com-

munity opinion survey concerning some locally controversial topic.

Whether such a survey must be undertaken in order to achieve the pur-

poses of the program is a question to be settled by the designer of the

program, not by the local school people or community participants.

This guideline will not be as obvious to some local school officials

and. community participants as it might seem. Some consider the curric-

ulum to be a list of topics, any one of which can be dropped or changed,

resulting in a slightly altered curriculum. The inadequacy of the view

of the curriculum as a list of topics has been apparent to curriculum

theorists for several generations. Whole programs have their own integ-

rity and programmatic purposes. A curriculum is what binds together an

array of topics. The topics are instrumental to the purposes of the cur-

riculum; they are not the curriculum of themselves. That is why adding

or dropping a given topic from an array is to be considered in connec-

tion with the integrity of the program taken as a whole.

8) Explore mechanisms that aid or block adoption. The farther deci-

sions are from the people, the easier it is to distort or block them.

The practice of state adoption and state approvals of curriculum mate-

rials makes it easy for any special-interest group working in a concerted

fashion to gain access to the decision machinery and wreak its will with-

out actual public debate. Most people know very little about how state

legislatures reach decisions or how state boards of education render

judgments. Those who do have this knowledge are in a position to win

their points without reference to anything approaching the popular will.

This problem has been illustrated recently in Arizona, where a
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special-interest group gained access to the legislature during its closing

moments and put the legislators in the position of seeming either to vote

for or against God, mother, and country.

To reduce the power of such machinations, it is desirable to take

full advantage of whatever state provisions exist for carrying on local

experimentation. Of course, the experimentation has to be genuine, not

a masked adoption. But to carry on a pilot trial locally is to provide

local people with evidence on which to base their judgments about whether

a given program should be adopted. Evidence is the best material for

making controversial programs discussable in a reasonable fashion. It is

better to discuss what the evidence indicates than it is to discuss

whether somebody who supports a given view is virtuous. The gathering

of evidence about programs is the best protection we have against ad

hominem arguments.

Responding to Attacks

9) Analyze issues expertly and present them fairly. A good deal of

the bitterness that arises during local controversies has its origin in

simple confusion. When, for example, someone from the radical Right or

radical Left makes an outrageous charge, one's primitive response is to

reflect the outrage with a kind of counter-outrage. For example, When an

extremist accuses a curriculum developer (as happened in Texas) of violating

the commandment to honor one's parents, to respond with indignant denials

is to accept the extremist's grounds for debate and to lose the possibility

of reasonable consideration before discussion starts.

To analyze issues expertly is to run the apparent issue back to its

fundamental nature and then to "play back" or re-present the issue in

clearer terms than its advocate has managed to summon. The device of

echoing or playing back the argument of one's opponent is of great impor-

tance in providing the grounds for reasonable discussion. This technique

makes clear to everyone that one has listened with care to the opponent's

argument, thus paying him the compliment of having heard him. In these

encounters, one wants not only to appear to be a listener, but to be an

expert listener. If, for example, in discussing the open classroom one

puts forward the concept of a classroom climate that invites creative
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behavior and tolerates a limited amount of aberration; and if someone

who is suspicious of this approach asks if you "believe in discipline";

the answer is not, "Yes, I do," or "No, I don't." The answer would seek

to go beyond the question to its roots: "Yes, I believe that children

noed a clear and definite frameworx in which to carry on their educa-

tional activities."

The essence of the fair and expert replaying of an adversary's

position is to assume that his motivation is reasonable and proper and

to respond in terms of his probable motivation rather than in terms of

whatever irritating or tactically diversionary things may have been said.

One proceeds on the assumption that in educational debate there are

rarely clear-cut "good guys" and "bad guys." The problem with educational

debate is that everybody almost always means well. As the old parson

said, "The real problem is not to distinguish between good and bad, but

between good and better."

10) Recognize the radical assault. The tactics used by members of

the radical Right and the radical Left are almost identical. Unfortur

nately, the response of school people has been almost identical, also.

The basic tactic of the radicals is to make an outrageous charge

of some kind, which assaults the basic integrity of the school person.

From the radical Right, the charge is that children are being taught to

disobey the Ten Commandments, to deny God, to be traitorous to the

country, or to destroy the integrity of the family. From the radical

Left, the charge is that the most elementary principles of human justice

and equity are being violated, that those in power (the "power structure")

are robbing those who are not in power, and that groups of people are

being denied the elementary rights of American citizenship and human

dignity.

Both groups invariably charge that there is a conspiracy to enforce

these evils on innocent children. One hears that the evil consequence

of the nefarious acts of the school people is "deliberate"; that there

is a "cabal"; one hears dark suspicions of secret meetings being held;

each side accuses school people of being intentional or unintentional

participants in either a Fascist or Co moist conspiracy.

These are the hallmarks of the r&ical assault. They have usually
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left the school people and their friends immobilized. A typical response

to such assaults has been panic. The offending materials are hastily

withdrawn, or students are forbidden to conduct a community survey of

any kind, or rituals that are supposed to signify our willing affiliation

with our country or our religions are enforced. Such a response rims

not remove the controversy; it feeds it.

It is important to remember that the real antagonist of the radicals

is always the reasonable center, and the school people are surrogates

for this center. The effective response to such assaults is to refer

the problem to the center--to the general public, including parents and

students. The radicals, because they do not trust the democratic process,

very rarely have recourse to it. They would rather connive, because they

believe that they live in a conniving world. The most effective strategy

is one that forces the issue into open public discussion, thus allowing

centrist groups to form themselves in such a way as to counter their

antagonists. Once more, we stress that the proper role of the schools

in these situations is not that of antagonist, but of referee. The

proper responsibility of the schools is to force the issues into open

public discussion and to insist that the discussion be open and free.

Our political system woxks, given a chance. One of the best ways to

get issues clarified is through a full, active political campaign. If

someone from the radical group will run for office against someone from

the centrist group, and if the campaign includes a discussion of the

issues, then the will of the people can be exercised and the schools can

perform their proper function.

Another response that has been found exceedingly helpful is a quick,

full, detailed written rejoinder to whatever the charges are. Over and

over again during the past generation it has been demonstrated that, if

the school people or the publishers will take the trouble (and it is a

lot of work) to respond in detail with full documentation to the charges

that are made against them, the charges will melt away. The responsibility

for such detailed rejoinders rests equally on local school officials and

on authors and publishers of curriculum materials. The right-wing assault

on reading methods during the mid-fifties resulted in the introduction of

narrowly conceived phonics programs in those places where the local

officials or nearby universities did not take the trouble to analyze and
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respond to Flesch's Why Johnny Can't Read. In all those places where a

detailed rejoinder to the book was written, or given to the local press,

the effect of the assault on the reading program was to improve the

reading program. The same thing has been found in the case of the Holt

Social Studies Curriculum. The principal author of the materials has

responded in detail to a number of the charges made against the mate-

rials in various locations in the country and has found that such

responses are effective. The amount of work involved in preparing such

responses is very great at the outset, but as the charges go on and

begin to repeat themselves, the amount of work diminishes. The effect

is well worth the effort.

11) Identify actual value conflicts, especially those having to to

with the interests of the students, teachers, and administrators. The

whole effort put forth in this series of guidelines is to promote

rational discussion of real issues. Most accusations and doubts do not

come from the radical Right or the radical Left; they come from people

who belong to neither group but who are for one reason or another con-

cerned or doubtful about the value of school practices and school mate-

rials. To call into question either the motivation or the competence

of such people is to turn a query into a controversy. They have a right

to detailed, informative responses; where there is a real value conflict,

the value conflict itself requires detailed. sympathetic, thorough

examination in the public arena.

Sometimes such people rally around slogans or educational practices

that have been widely promoted in the press. They may bring pressure

upon local administrators to stop practices that are not thoroughly

developed. When this happens, the appropriate response is to call for

a thorough study of the practice in question. The formation of pressure

groups is a fundamental democratic right. It is recognized at the

national and state levels when lobbyists are permitted to carry on their

work under the general rubric of redress of grievances. The time spent

responding to such groups is well invested; they ordinarily mean to be

supportive of the schools, not destructive of them.

In responding to such groups and individuals, it is very important

that the rules of communication be observed. Principal among the
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violation of these rules is the use of educational jargon. Here are some

terms that are understood fairly well among educationists but are obscure

jargon to the general public:

Jargon

Values
Behavior
Readiness
Non-graded
Shaping behavior
Articulation
Grades or marks
Evaluation
Achievement
Inquiry
Social studies

Plain English

Beliefs and convictions
What people do or think
Prepared to go on
Continuous
Training
Unbroken continuity
Reports of accomplishment
Evidence of accomplishment
Accomplishment
Examining alternatives
Study of society

This list is illustrative, of course, and not everyone will agree

with the attempted translation of jargon into plain English. Perhaps

most important is that educationists constantly monitor the way they

are understood by asking as often as possible that their hearers say

back to them what they have understood the educationist to mean.

Of course, such "playback" is useful on both sides of the attempts

to communicate. As Carl Rogers once pointed out, people are inveterate

evaluators. One's impulse is to evaluate what one hears and to respond

according to one's evaluation. If there is any faint doubt that one

has understood the message correctly, the device of saying back to the

speaker what one thinks the speaker meant will allow him or her to cor-

rect your understanding. If you have misunderstood him or her, the dis-

cussion can be straightened out and then go forward on a clear basis,

rather than on the confused basis that frequently underlies much communica-

tion. If someone asks you, "Do you believe in patriotism?," don't answer,

"That depends on what you mean by patriotism." That is fencing. Respond

by indicating what you think the speaker means the term to imply and com-

pare that meaning with yours, provided the speaker agrees with your expla-

nation of her or his meaning. For example, one might respond by saying,

"By patriotism I think you mean that people ought to feel a part of the

country, not alienated from it. Is that correct?"; or, perhaps, "By

patriotism, I don't think you mean mere flag saluting and recitation of

the pledge of allegiance. I think you mean more than that, don't you?"

Perhaps this guideline can be summed up in two ways: Assume that
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those who raise questions are serious and well motivated, and try to

achieve intercommunication with them as effectively and as skillfully

as possible.

12) Make certain that the controversy concerns the content aria

methods of the program and not something else. Discussions of content

and methods sometimes serve as surrogates for a difficulty of some other

kind. The local official should try to make certain that the controversy

concerns the content and methods of the program and not something else

that the teacher may be doing. For example, it is possible that a:

teacher who has failed to establish an adequate framework for conduct

within the class (has poor discipline) may also be offering a program

with a strong "humanistic" emphasis. In these circumstances, the children

can be expected to achieve little and to be contemptuous of the content.

It is important that the teacher's difficulty with discipline not be con-

fused with the substance of what the teacher is attempting to develop.

Similarly, content could be confused with a teacher's grading practices

(too tough or too lenient) or with outside activities the teacher may be

carrying on (for example, as a member of a radical group or a participant

in a locally disapproved life style).

Teachers, being human, have their own belief patterns. It is

entirely possible for a teacher to slip into advocating his or.her beliefs

or imposing them upon the students, thus violating part of the basic code

of ethics of the teaching profession. If the teacher's particular belief

system corresponds to parts of a social studies program, onlookers may

blame the program, not the teacher.
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Conclusion

The whole effort in this statement of guidelines is to head off

controversy, not to counter it. Countering controversy will drive it to

more extreme forms. When a community is ripped apart by a curriculum

ibsue, one can be quite certain that attempts to deal with it early in

the ways outlined here either have not been made or have been made

ineptly.

But you cannot win them all. There will be nationally financed,

sophisticated attacks from the Left and from the Right. Some of these

will succeed despite our best local efforts. With respect to such

national attacks, local measures are often insufficient, even though

qualitatively good.

It is in this context that we close this discussion: When a local

issue gets out of hand, turn it into a state or national issue. Don't

try to contain it at the local level.
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